The electronic structure of potassium intercalated picene and coronene films has been studied using photoemission spectroscopy. Picene has additionally been intercalated using sodium. Upon alkali metal addition core level as well as valence band photoemission data signal a filling of previously unoccupied states of the two molecular materials due to charge transfer from potassium. In contrast to the observation of superconductivity in K x picene and K x coronene (x ∼ 3), none of the films studied shows emission from the Fermi level, i. e. we find no indication for a metallic ground state. Several reasons for this observation are discussed. 1 arXiv:1203.4728v1 [cond-mat.supr-con]
I. INTRODUCTION
Superconductivity always has attracted a large number of researchers since this phenomenon harbors challenges and prospects both under fundamental and applied points of view. Very recently, it has been discovered that some molecular crystal consisting of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons demonstrate superconductivity upon alkali metal addition.
Furthermore, these compounds are characterized by rather high transition temperatures into the superconducting state, for instance K 3 picene (T c =18 K) 1 and K 3 coronene (T c =15 K) 2 .
Most recently, superconductivity with a transition temperature of 33 K has been reported for K 3 dibenzopentacene . 3 These doped aromatic hydrocarbons thus represent a class of organic superconductors with transition temperatures only slightly below that of the famous alkali metal doped fullerenes with T c 's up to 40 K 4-8 .
The development of a thorough understanding of the normal as well as superconducting state properties requires an investigation of the physical properties of the corresponding molecular crystals in the undoped and doped state. In this contribution we present the investigation of the occupied electronic states of two of these systems, picene and coronene, which have been grown as thin films on SiO 2 substrates and subsequently doped by potassium or sodium addition. Picene and coronene are molecules that consist of five and six benzene rings arranged in a zig-zack and ring-like manner, respectively. Fig. 1 depicts a schematic representation of the two molecular strutures. Both materials adopt a monoclinic crystal structure in the condensed phase, the lattice parameters are a = 8.480Å, b = 6.154Å, c = 13.515Å, and β = 90.46
• for picene, and a = 16.094Å, b = 4.690Å, c = 10.049Å, and β = 110.79
• , for coronene. 9, 10 In both cases the unit cell contains two inequivalent molecules and the molecules arrange in a herringbone manner. The evolution of the crystal structure upon doping is unknown in detail, experimental data that allow a detailed structure refinement have not been published yet. Calculations of Kubozono et al. indicate the intercalation of K atoms into picene within the ab-plane. 2 This result is also supported by first-principles structure optimization from Kosugiet al. where the lowest total energy was found for dopants in the intralayer region. 11, 12 This behavior is different to K x pentacene where experimental data indicate an intercalation of K into the space between the ab-layers. 13 A reduction of the unit cell volume V due to distortion of picene or a change of the molecule orientation in the herringbone arrangement has also been found theoretically. 11 For K 3 coronene a first DFT calculation wit K atoms within the ab-plane results in a significant change of the heringbone structure and leads also to strong deformations of the molecule itself.
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The electronic properties of the novel hydrocarbon superconductors has been addressed by a number of theory articles recently. Several aspects like electron-phonon coupling, magnetic properties, electronic structure and correlation of the electron system have been studied. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Experimentally, there are only a few studies that deal with the electronic structure of K x picene. A first photoemission study has shown that upon potassium addition to picene films, a new structure in the former energy gap is formed, which has been interpreted in terms of filled molecular states. Using electron-energy loss spectroscopy we have recently addressed the electronic structure of undoped and potassium doped picene. These studies revealed that pristine picene is characterized by four very close lying conduction bands and several excitonic features in the electronic excitation spectrum. Potassium addition leads to a filling of the close lying conduction bands and causes the appearance of a new excitation features in the former band gap which can be associated with the charge carrier plasmon in K 3 picene. Equivalent changes have also been reported for potassium doped coronene.
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Surprisingly, our photoemission studies show that there is charge transfer from the added potassium atoms to the two molecules but, in contrast to the report of superconductivity, our valence band data do not show emission from the Fermi level. This is discussed in the framework of structural, phonon related and correlation effects.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The X-ray (XPS) and ultra-violet (UPS) photoemission spectroscopy experiments have been carried out using a SPECS surface analysis system containing a sample preparation and measuring chamber, each witch a base pressure lower than 4 × 10 −10 mbar. The system is equipped with an electron-energy analyzer PHOIBOS-150 (SPECS) and two light sources, respectively. A monochromatized Al K α source provides photons with an energy of 1486.6 eV for XPS. Photons with an energy of 21.21 eV from a He discharge lamp were used to perform valence band measurements.
The UPS measurements were done by applying a sample bias of -5 eV to obtain the correct secondary electron cutoff. The recorded spectra were corrected for the contribution of He satellite radiation. For XPS the energy scale was calibrated to reproduce the binding energy of Au 4f 7/2 (84.0 eV). The total energy resolution of the spectrometer was about 0.35 eV (XPS) and 0.06 eV (UPS).
Thin films of picene and coronene (SIGMA-ALDRICH) for these measurements (about 5 nm thick) have been prepared by in situ thermal evaporation onto a n-type Si wafer kept at room temperature with a native oxide layer on top. Prior to organic film deposition the Si wafer was heated in the preparation chamber for 60 min at 300
• C to remove surface contaminations. XPS was used to check the cleanliness of the heated substrate. A quartz microbalance was used to monitor the thickness of the films which where grown with typical deposition rates in the order of 4Å/min. It is known that pentacene and other organic molecules show a tendency to lie flat on metal surfaces (e.g. gold) [25] [26] [27] [28] , while they grow in a standing up manner on surfaces where the interaction with the substrate is rather weak (e. g. oxidized silicon) [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Thus, the picene and coronene films as grown in this study are composed of molecules with the long axis (picene) or their plane (coronene) standing upright on the substrate. This is confirmed for picene in Fig. 2 , where we compare the valence band photoemission signal of picene grown on gold and oxidized silicon in a normal emission geometry, respectively. These two spectra significantly differ in the relative intensities in the energy regions around 9 eV and 3-4 eV, which predominantly represent emission from σ and π molecular states, respectively. Such an intensity behavior is expected for mainly lying/standing molecules on the corresponding substrates due to the different orientation of the responsible orbitals. Potassium was intercalated in several steps by evaporation from commercial SAES (SAES GETTERS S.p.A.,Italy) getter sources at a pressure lower than 6 × 10 −9 mbar. The current through the SAES getter source was 5.8 A and the distance to the sample was about 60 mm.
During potassium addition, the sample was also kept at room temperature. The potassium concentration in the Picene and Coronene films was derived from a comparison of the relative intensities of the K 2p and the C 1s core-level intensities which where corrected using the different photoionization cross sections for carbon and potassium. As subshell photoionization cross sections we used 0.053 for K 2p and 0.013 for C 1s 38 . Taking into account deviation from ideal doping conditions and the uncertainty of these factors one arrives at an error of the intercalation level of about ±0.15. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of the C 1s and K 2p core level photoemission data of the picene and coronene films as a function of potassium content. For both undoped films the C 1s core level spectrum consists of a single feature with a binding energy of 284.8 eV (picene) and 284.8 eV (coronene) in agreement with previous studies 39, 40 . The relatively small peak width (about 0.85 eV for picene and 0.95 eV for coronene) in both cases is evidence for the fact that the carbon atoms in both structures are rather equivalent regarding electron densities and screening effects in the photoemission initial and final state. We note that for C 60 , where all C atoms are symmetrically equivalent, a line width of about 0.65 eV was observed. 41 At the high binding energy side, satellite features can be seen which arise from excitations between π and π * levels in the molecules due to screening of the final state core hole.
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Initially, potassium addition results in a significant upshift of the spectra in binding energy by about 1.5 eV for K x picene and K x coronene, respectively. This upshift is directly related to the n-type doping process (i. e. the addition of electrons), which causes a Fermi level shift towards the conduction band edge (the Fermi level represents zero binding energy). This upshift is equivalent to many other studies of doped molecular films. 43, 45 Further, potassium doping is also seen by the appearance of spin-orbit split K 2p core level structures around 295 eV and 297.8 eV. The relative intensity of these potassium related features to that of the C 1s structure is a direct measure of the doping level (see above). After the initial energetic upshift the binding energy of the core level spectra is almost constant with further doping, but the increasing K 2p intensity clearly shows that the potassium content in the films grows until a doping level of about x = 3.6 and 4.7, which represents doping saturation under the conditions applied in this work. Further potassium addition resulted in a K overlayer on top of the doped molecular films. An equivalent behavior is observed for Na doping of picene as can bee seen in Fig.4 , where we show a comparison of the C 1s binding energy of K x picene and Na x picene as a function of the doping level. This shows that in both cases the alkali metals penetrate into the picene films and transfer an electron to the molecules. for a finite intensity at the Fermi level which would represent a metallic doped picene or coronene film. Further, we emphasize that very similar data are also observed for Na doped picene films as evidenced by Fig. 6 , which shows a comparison of the valence band spectra of K 3.3 picene and Na 3.1 picene. Apart from a small overall energy shift of 0.1 eV, the data for the two alkali metal doped films are characterized by similar spectral features around 0.95 eV, 2.1 eV and a shoulder centered at 3.2 eV, but no intensity at the Fermi level.
We thus arrive at the surprising result that none of our films seems to become metallic upon K or Na doping, in strong contrast to the observation of superconductivity in related crystals. 1 In the following, we discuss several scenarios that could be responsible for such a discrepancy.
In general, our photoemission studies are carried out on thin films that are grown in-situ on a SiO 2 surface. Equivalent to other studies, we expect that this results in a film structure where the molecules are growing with their long axis (picene) or their plane (coronene) perpendicular to the substrate surface, and the molecular arrangement should then be close to that in bulk materials. We additionally note that for undoped thin films of picene there is very good agreement between the measured data on such thin films and the density of states as obtained from calculations of the bulk phase.
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The question however arises which doped phases are thermodynamically stable when picene or coronene are doped with potassium (or sodium). It is well known from other molecular materials that particular doped phases might form while others are unstable. The most famous examples are potassium doped C 60 compounds where for instance, stable K 3 C 60 , K 4 C 60 and K 6 C 60 phases have been found, but phases with K 2 C 60 or K 5 C 60 do not exist.
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We thus cannot exclude that our film preparation procedure does not result in films which represent the same crystal phase that has been observed to become superconducting. In this context it is important to realize that the recent observation of superconductivity in alkali doped hydrocarbons required long time annealing procedure of the material at about 440 K in closed glass tubes 1 . Equivalent annealing cannot be applied in our ultra-high vacuum environment, the application of temperatures above 420 K resulted in a loss of nearly the entire thin films.Moreover the existence of insulating crystal phases has also been discussed recently on the basis of density functional theory calculations of potassium doped picene, and it has been predicted that phases with K 2 picene and K 4 picene composition are band insulators, while K 3 picene was found to be metallic. 11 As a consequence, the existance of alkali metal doped picene and coronene phases needs to be established experimentally in order to clarify their electronic ground state.
Apart from crystal structure issues there is also structural changes of the molecular backbone itself upon charge addition. This is a natural consequence of the filling of orbitals with anti-bonding character and the accompanied relaxation of the molecular structure, in other words the presence of appreciable electron-phonon coupling with intra-molecular phonons.
Indeed, such a coupling has been discussed to be responsible for the formation of the superconducting ground state of picene. 15, 17, 18 On the other hand, for some molecular materials it has been reported that there is an energy gain connected to this structural relaxation upon charging which is strong enough in case of two charges on one molecule to overcome the Coulomb repulsion, such that so-called bi-polarons are formed. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] In other words, upon charging or doping, molecules with two charges are the most stable species and singly charged molecules are not observed. This scenario would be in good agreement with our data, since the observation of two (or more) valence band structures upon potassium addition is in direct correspondence to the expectation in such a bi-polaron picture. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] We note that such bi-polarons might also be stabilized by the presence/attraction of the positively charged potassium (or sodium) ions in the crystal lattice. However, while bi-polarons in principle could explain our data, they are in contrast to the observation of superconductivity, and moreover, for structures such as K 3 picene, which is reported to be a superconductor, it becomes rather unlikely that preferably picene 4− molecules are formed and are energetically more favorable than picene 3− , since Coulomb repulsion on the individual molecules will get more and more important with increasing charge.
Finally, molecular crystals in general are materials with rather narrow energy bands, which is a direct result of the relatively weak interaction between the individual molecules in the crystal. Moreover, the band width is in many cases comparable to the repulsion of two charge carriers brought onto a molecule. Consequently, there is good evidence that molecular crystals can be regarded to be correlated materials. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] While superconductivity has been observed for particular structures of K x picene or K x coronene, even a small structural difference could also be responsible for the different, metallic or insulating, observed ground state at the same doping level, since this small difference might change the balance between the band width (kinetic energy gain) and the Coulomb repulsion (energy cost for delocalization) in compounds with an integer doping level. A metal-insulator transition is indeed known from the alkali-metal-intercalated C 60 materials, where a lattice expansion and symmetry lowering in previously metallic K 3 C 60 or a change of the lattice symmetry going from K 3 C 60 to K 4 C 60 results, in an insulating ground state. [63] [64] [65] [66] For aromatic hydrocarbons such as picene´and coronene crystals, it has also been discussed that electronic correlation effects play an important role and that these crystals when doped with three potassium atoms per molecule are close to a metal-insulator transition into a Mott insulating phase. 16, 67, 68 IV. SUMMARY
To summarize, we have investigated the electronic properties of potassium doped picene and coronene films using photoemission spectroscopy. Our studies reveal a complex behavior upon doping. For both molecular materials we observe a clear shift of all photoemission signals at the beginning of the doping process. This shift documents the upshift of the Fermi level towards the conduction band edge as negative charge carriers (electrons) are introduced. Furthermore, the addition of charges leads to the appearance of three (picene)
or two (coronene) additional valance band structure in the former gap, respectively. These arise from molecular orbitals that now are filled as a consequence of the doping process.
Intriguingly, for none of the films we observe emission from the Fermi level, i. e. none of the films in our studies becomes metallic. An equivalent behavior is also found for sodium doped picene films. In view of the possibility of several alkali metal doped phases in these hydrocarbon crystals, it is required to establish the phase diagram in order to be able to clarify the electronic ground state. Moreover, electronic correlations and electron-phonon coupling most likely are essential for as complete understanding of these materials and many relatives.
